About the IVY Tech System

Ivy Tech is a fast growing vocational training system in Indiana that provides training in professions ranging from culinary arts to computer design. With campuses around the state it provides training to tens of thousands of students annually.

Their Need

Leaders of the Fort Wayne campus projected steady student population increases to continue and had already run out of space on the sprawling campus. They needed a substantial classroom facility that could serve campus needs for years and that would be relocatable when a permanent structure was finally funded by the state legislature.

Our Solution

The twenty-three thousand square foot solution proposed by Whitley would be built so that it could be easily relocated on another tract on campus or divided into two stand-alone facilities. Whitley was able to start construction in October and Ivy Tech was able hold classes in the building in mid-January, a three month turn-around. The building was constructed with modern electronic capabilities and finished to endure the abuse that comes with daily student use. It was also built on frames that will keep the building solid and functional until the legislature finally acts.